
Chapter 2: Science, 
Matter, Energy, and 

Systems



Science…

• to discover…by observation, measurement, and 
experiments


• scientific method? - identify a problem; find out what is 
known about the problem; ask a question to investigate; 
collect data to answer the question; propose a hypothesis 
to explain the data; make testable projections; test 
projections with more experiments; accept or reject 
hypothesis





Easter Island - Rapa Nui

• Know the example :-)


• Jared Diamond: Easter Island is an example of ‘ecocide’. 
Easter Island is the "clearest example of a society that 
destroyed itself by overexploiting its own resources."


• Terry Hunt and Carl Lipo: not ecocide at all



Hundreds of years ago, an 
advanced, seafaring civilization 
called Rapa Nui built more than 
800 monuments that were so 
massive and ambiguous that 

they remain a mystery to this day. 
The Easter Island statues, or 

moai, are enormous stone figures 
placed along the coastline as if 
surveying the island's interior 
lands. One of archaeology's 
greatest mysteries is what 

happened to the Rapa Nui of 
Easter Island.

What had decimated the great civilization of Easter Island?  
Why were there so few of the Rapa Nui left? What happened? 

Diamond: the Rapa Nui had greedily used up all the island's resources. They 
ate all the food, cut down all the trees, and were left to squabble over the 

remaining scraps. With no more trees left, they couldn't build boats to leave 
the island and look for more food. So they fell into war and cannibalism, 

leaving only a few thousand people left to greet the Europeans. It's a perfect 
parable for our age of environmental collapse and resource depletion.   

Is it accurate? What Questions would you need to ask? 
What assumptions do you have? 



Cliodynamics is a transdisciplinary area of research integrating historical 
macrosociology, cultural and social evolution, economic history/

cliometrics, mathematical modeling of long-term social processes, and 
the construction and analysis of historical databases.



Limitations to science
• (1) uncertainty and certainty vs proof


• IPCC: 2001 - 66 % chance that climate change is 
anthropogenic ; 2007: 90% certain


• Virtually certain; extremely likely; high confidence


• 2007, IPCC report, “very high confidence” that global 
average temperature increases were due to the 
increases in greenhouse gas concentrations.  i.e. 95% 
certain






Limitations to science

• (2) People are biased… 


• (3) many systems in the natural world involve a huge 
number of variables with complex interactions 
[mathematical models; statistical tools]



• Note: whether we review the material in the chapter or 
not, you are still responsible for it.



• The law of conversation of matter: whenever matter 
undergoes a physical or chemical change, no atoms are 
created or destroyed


• energy: the capacity to do work or to transfer heat [work = 
force * distance]


• energy:  kinetic energy (matter in motion; heat; 
electromagnetic radiation) and potential energy


• energy quality: high-quality energy is concentrated 
[concentrated sunlight; high-speed wind; burning 
gasoline or coal]; low-quality energy is dispersed 


• 1st law of thermodynamics: law of conservation of energy


• 2nd laws of thermodynamic: law of entropy



Systems
• Systems: inputs —> throughputs 

—> outputs


• Positive Feedback loops: causes a 
system to change FURTHER in the 
same direction


• Negative Feedback Loops: causes 
a system to change in the 
OPPOSITE direction from which it 
is moving









Question to you

• Want more …


• climate change?


• cities and sustainability?


• water resources?


• or?


